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The study conducted in this paper started from a real-life problem encounted by a software test
manager. Testing a software consist in passing a set of tests, many of them are interdependent,
they have different weights and the software testing team have a limited time resource. It is clear
that it takes different times to pass different tests. The goal of the team is to conduct tests in the
allowed time interval following a path such that the overall weight of passed tests is maximal.
In the present paper we present a mathematical model of the problem and propose a solution to
it based on developed evolutionary algorithm.
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Summary. The aim of our work is revitalizing the folkloric texts of Republic of Moldova from
the second half of the 20th century, furthermore actualizing the folkloric texts that are in Cyrillic
writing for their future use in education. In addition, we intend to make a diachronic analysis
between two periods (1960-1995 and 1996 - 2018).

We assume that folklore reflects a certain vision of the population’s life, beliefs and their feelings
that can reach us through history. Our folk art that is manifested through songs, poetry, fairy tales,
legends, proverbs and sayings, customs and traditions presents an invaluable wealth of treasure
for all people who really love their homeland. For our purpose, we used as base resource the book
Folclor din părţile Codrilor [1]. Given the fact that, our main resources are books, we needed an
OCR tool to convert image text into editable text. Thus, Optical Character Recognition performed
by using U Finereader Professional 12 (FR). It is important to mention that in that period the
Romanian language was using Cyrillic Alphabet. Because, this alphabet isn’t integrate in FR, we


